THE PLATINUM
ACADEMY
Transforming Veterinary Life and Business

COMMUNITY

THE VET DYNAMICS FORMULA
Championing
Independent Practice
CONNECTIONS

CURRICULUM

We believe that independent veterinary practices provide enormous value to their
communities and that the humans managing them deserve a fulfilling, rewarding life.
We help our members achieve success by identifying opportunities, providing
knowledge and maintaining a positive, supportive environment.
The Platinum experience nurtures personal and professional growth, transforming
veterinary business life through our full suite of tools, resources and expertise;
delivering the perfect combination, wherever you are in your veterinary career.

CULTIVATE

COACHING
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WELCOME TO PLATINUM
For those who believe quality of life is just as important as profits
Having a plan for success is the first step. Implementing the plan is the second
step. Sharing your success in your community is the third step. These make the
difference between surviving or thriving in practice.

QUALITY IS NOT AN ACT, IT'S A HABIT.

- Aristotle

COACHING

Driving
Performance

Individual monthly
coaching calls
Quarterly financial
and practice
performance reviews
Personal profile and
one to one debrief
Coach continuity
throughout
Full on-line, phone
and email support

Platinum price:

CURRICULUM

COMMUNITY

CULTIVATE

CONNECTIONS

Inspiring
Leaders

Independents
Only

All Platinum
modules and
associated content

Peer support group

Vet Dynamics Index

Access to the
private members
community group

24 top-line metric
dashboard

Special offers
exclusive to Vet
Dynamics
members

120 additional KPI's
at your fingertips

Discounted rates
for team members

Practice, branch
and team
benchmarking and
dashboard

Regular 'Ask the
Expert' sessions

3 day Conference
admission included
in membership
Free business
management
webinars
Full library of tools
and useful content
in the Resource
Centre

Inclusion to
individual Platinum
group
Share ideas,
problems and
solutions with like
minded noncompeting practice
owners

Prescriptive
Analytics

Compatible with all
devices

From £997 + VAT per month including 1 night accommodation per module
Terms & conditions available online at www.vetdynamics.co.uk

Collaborative
Networks

New innovations
brought to you first

Driving
Performance

COACHING

Implementation coaching to keep your goals on track
In our fast-paced business world, choosing the right actions and doing them in the right
order is what distinguishes leading veterinary practices from followers. Regular one to
one coaching calls with your Practice Development Coach provides guidance, personal
accountability and support to help you set, monitor and reach your personal and
professional goals.

Identify the need for change and address it with confidence and clarity
Monthly strategy meetings combine the power of Index with personal practice
development coaching to deliver your strategic vision, improving the overall efficiency
of your practice.
Stronger clinical and financial outcomes
We show you how little changes in your business approach can produce significant
increases in profitability, enhance your clinical performance and strengthen
your finances.
Improve your work-life balance
Steering your practice in the right direction comes at a cost. The 'Platinum Way'
enables you to escape from the tyranny of the ' busy-trap' and reclaim the time you
need to manage the clinical-management-personal cycle of leadership.
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Inspiring
Leaders

CURRICULUM

Accelerating Growth & Transformation

Vet school didn't prepare you for the commercial world of veterinary business.
Work through our CPD programme of modules specifically tailored for independent
veterinary practice owners and managers.
Build strong foundations for leadership, develop confident management skills and
establish disciplines, principles, business concepts, business sense and healthy habits to
support you in business and in life.

Independents
Only

COMMUNITY

Navigating veterinary life & business together
Being an independent veterinary business owner can be an isolating experience.
Implement the lessons and share your successes (and challenges!) with a community of
likeminded, non-competing, veterinary professionals who care and understand.
For most, this is the place where the real breakthroughs happen and lasting friendships
are made.
Brainstorm and innovate
Gain insights and fresh perspectives
Set targets, build plans, look long term
Report on progress
Support and be supported

Prescriptive
Analytics

CULTIVATE

Turning data into decisions

Alan Robinson MRCVS created the Vet Dynamics Index to help independent veterinary
practice owners gain a clearer picture of their practice performance. While working as
an industry analyst (Fort Dodge), three things continually frustrated his attempts to
deliver real value to veterinary practices. These were: the limitations of the information
available; the veracity of the data and the practical application of the information.
Alan overcame this problem by developing new software that deals with more
variables, improves the validity of the data and provides meaningful conclusions that
illuminate areas for improvement within practice.
The Vet Dynamics Index is one of the most powerful diagnostic tools in the veterinary
management profession and measures 144 Key Performance Indicators (KPI's).
Make evidence based, informed decisions
We provide veterinary specific business intelligence that allows you to make sound
decisions based on facts - not assumptions, gut feelings, or guesswork.

Collaborative
Network

CONNECTIONS
Powerful partnerships

We use our connections to bring useful and relevant business intelligence to our
members. Whether its client experience, finance, marketing, or HR, we use our industry
relationships to provide expertise and insight when its needed.
Through nurturing these relationships with industry providers, we are able to secure
special or introductory offers, discounts, and priority bookings for our members.
With no affiliations or favouritism, our community can be sure they're receiving
objective, honest guidance, based on our knowledge and our members experience.

APPLY TODAY
Take your first step towards a better quality
of life and a highly successful business.
Call Lorraine on 01793 435333 or email us at
hello@vetdynamics.co.uk
01793 435333
www.vetdynamics.co.uk
@VetDynamics
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